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1 Introduction
The Navier-Stokes equations of viscous flow have been known for more than 
100 years. The system consists of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) 
describing the laws of conservation for:
• Mass (continuity equation).
• Momentum (Newton’s 2nd Law).
• Energy (1st Law of Thermodynamics).
The continuity equation simply states that the mass must be conserved. In 
Cartesian coordinates, Xj, this is written as:
where p 
t
Ui
dp d {puj) = 
dt dxi
is the density of the fluid,
is the time,
is the velocity vector.
(1)
In the above, tensor notation is used, which implies summation for repeated 
indices.
The second conservation principle states that momentum must be conserved. 
It is written in Cartesian coordinates as:
d{pui) i d{puiuj) _ ^ dp t dTij
I ^ — PJi ^ ‘dt dxj dxi dxj
(2)
where h
p
'O
represents body forces, 
is the pressure,
is the viscous stress tensor, which is defined as:
Tij — I-1
dui duj 
dxj dxi
2 duk
3 13 dxk (3)
2where
Sij
2 REYNOLDS AVERAGING
is the molecular viscosity,
is the Kronecker delta, which is defined as:
Sij —
1 */i=j
0 otherwise
The third principle can be written in Cartesian coordinates as 
9E d . d . , n
where E is the total energy of the fluid, defined as;
E = p
where e
u
e + -UiUi
is the specific internal energy, 
is the kinetic energy.
The heat flux vector g, is calculated using Fourier’s Law as
dT
Qi = -k
dxi
where k
T
is the heat transfer coefficient, 
temperature of the fluid.
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
2 Reynolds Averaging
In a turbulent flow, the fields of pressure, velocity, temperature and density 
vary randomly in time. Reynold’s approach is to separate the flow quantities
2.1 Time Averaging 3
into stationary and random parts. The quantities are then presented as a 
sum of the mean flow value and the fluctuating part:
(j) = (f)(j)1 (8)
This formulation is then inserted into the conservation equations and a pro­
cess known as Reynolds averaging is performed.
There are three forms of averaging performed in the turbulence modelling 
research:
• Time averaging.
• Spatial averaging.
• Ensemble averaging.
2.1 Time Averaging
Time averaging is the most common. It can be used only for stationary 
turbulent flows, i. e. flows not varying with time on the average. For such 
flows, the mean flow value is defined as:
1 r+rUi = lim — / Ui{t)dt (9)
In practice, T —> oo means that the integration time T needs to be long 
enough relative to the maximum period of the assumed fluctuations.
Taking the time average of the mass, momentum and energy equations, the 
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations can be obtained. The 
continuity equation remains the same since it is linear with respect to velocity. 
However, extra terms appear in the momentum and energ\- equations due to 
the non-linearity of the convection term. The extra term is called Reynolds 
Stress, = pu'^j and the result is
d{pui) d [puiUj] _ dp d ,
dt dXl PJl dxj dx3 4) (10)
where the overbar has been dropped from the mean values.
The main problem in turbulence modelling is to actually calculate the Reynolds 
stresses out of the known mean quantities — same happens in the energy 
equation.
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2.2 General Description of Turbulence
• Turbulent flows are irregular in the sense that various quantities show 
a random variation in time and space.
• Tnrbulent flows have a wide range of scales.
• Turbulence develops as an instability of the laminar flow solution.
Starting with the laminar flow, fluid layers slide smoothly past each other and 
the molecular viscosity dampens any high-frequency small-scale instability. 
At high Reynolds number, the flow reaches a chaotic and non-repeating state. 
The fluid particles now move in a more random way! The character of the flow 
also changes and becomes strangely diffusive and dissipative. This flow has 
increased mixing friction, heat transfer rate and spreading rate. Boundary 
layers become thicker and harder to separate.
The non-linearity of the Navier-Stokes equations leads to various interactions 
between turbulent fluctuations of different wavelengths and directions. The 
wavelengths of motion extend from a rna; imum comparable to the width of 
the flow to a minimum fixed by viscous dissipation of energy. A key pro­
cess that spreads the motion over wide range of wavelengths is called vortex 
stretching. The turbulent structures in the flow gain energy if the vortex 
elements are primarily oriented in a direction in which the mean velocity 
gradients can stretch them. This mechanism is called production of tur­
bulence. The kinetic energy of the turbulent structures is then convected, 
diffused and dissipated.
Most of the energy is carried by the large scale structures, the orientation of 
which is sensitive to the mean flow. The large eddies cascade energy to the 
smaller ones via stretching. The small eddies have less pronounced preference 
in their orientation and statistically appear to be isotropic. In the shortest 
wavelengths, energy is dissipated by viscosity.
The above description corresponds to what is known as isotropic turbu­
lence. For this flow, the ratio of the largest to smaller scale increases with 
Reynolds number.
If the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations are used to calculate the flow, a vast 
range of length and time scales would have to be computed. This would
require a very fine grid and a very high resolution in time. This approach 
known as Direct Numerical Simulation of turbulence (DNS) is by to­
day’s computing speeds applicable only to flows at very low Reynolds number. 
A turbulence model needs to account for some part of the fluctuating motion 
in order to keep the computing cost down. The optimum model should be:
• Simple.
• General.
• Derived out of the flow physics.
• Computationally stable.
• Co-ordinate invariant.
3 Boussinesq-Based Models
The Boussinesq approximation or better the Boussinesq hypothesis states 
that:
dui duj 2 duk
— + ---------OiA-
OXi
-pu'iu'j = fir
dxi 3 13 dxk 2 P^ij ^
(11)
where k represents the specific kinetic energy of the fluctuations and is given 
by:
k = ^ (12)
The key idea behind the Boussinesq hypothesis is that the Reynolds stresses 
can be calculated as a product of the kinematic eddy-viscosity, fiT, and the 
strain-rate tensor of the mean flow. So
where
-pUjUj — 2prSij 5{jk
_l f duj duj
13 2 \dxj dxi
(13)
(14)
fir is a scalar and consequently the Reynolds stress components are linearly 
proportional to the mean strain-rate tensor. What is implied here is that
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compressibility plans a secondary rate in the development of the turbulent 
flow fleld. Morkovin’s hypothesis suggests that compressibility affects turbu­
lence only at hypersonic speeds.
Further modelling is required to actually compute and this is the point 
where turbulence models come into play.
According to the number of transport equations one has to use in order to 
calculate jj.T, models are classified as:
• Algebraic or zero-equation models, such as the Cebeci-Smith model.
• One-equation models, such as the Spalart-Allmaras and Baldwin-Lomax 
models.
• Two-equation models, such as the k-co, k-s, SST and k-g models.
• Multi-equation models: Three-equation and multiple time-scale models.
An additional family of models solves equations for all components of the 
Reynolds stress tensor. These are also known as second moment closures.
3.1 Model Equations
For linear eddy-viscosity models, the stress-strain relationship is as defined 
in equation (11) above and can be equivalently represented as
___ 2 fdUt dUj 2dUk
UiUj = -kdij - i/T 1 (15)3" ^ ' \dxj dxi 3 dxk
where the value of the eddy-viscosity, denoted uT = is dependent on 
the turbulence model used:
(16)
_ lJ'T \
UT — — = <
r , k or k-e models
, k-u modelsp 1l /^*kg2 , k-g models
There is an approximate high-Re correspondance between w, g and £:
1/2
U1 ~ Ctlk'
(Pt \ —1/25 ~ I - 1 ~ (p * Cdj (17;
3.1 Model Equations 
Alternatively, in terms of coefficients,
cj,. ~ c^a* ~ r. (18)
For non-linear models, however, the eddy-viscosity is defined differently. For 
non-linear models up to cubic order, the stress-strain relationship in incom­
pressible flow may be written in the following (non-unique) canonical form:
a = 2ftlCtis
+ Pi (s2 - S2I) -I- p2 (ws - sw) p3 (w2 - 1/31021)
- 71S2S - 72IO2S - 73 (w2s -I- sw2 - W2s - 2/3 {wsw} 1) - 74 (ws2 - s2w) ,
(19)
where the following notation is used for second-rank tensors:
T = {Ttj), {T} = trace (T), Tn = trace {Tn), 1 = {5lj). (20)
The dimensional mean strain and mean vorticity tensors are denoted in upper 
case by
Sti = 1 +
2 V dxj dxi
W,
1 (dU, dL\
2 \ dxj dxi
(21)
whilst dimensionless quantities - anisotropy a, mean strain s and mean vor­
ticity w - are written in lower case and defined by
2
k 3
UiUj
5ij, ■’b rSii, Wii = rWij. (22)
The mean shear is made non-dimensionalised using a turbulent time-scale r, 
dependent on the transported turbulent scalars:
T =
k
E
1
P*UJ
„2
k or k-e models 
k-uj models 
k or k-g models
(23)
For compressible flows, it is assumed that Sij may be replaced in this formu­
lation by
S:J = SlJ - (24)
and, for a system rotation fl, that Wij may be replaced by
W*j = Wij-eijknk. (25)
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The following shear parameters may be defined:
S = y/2SijSij = W = S/2wijWij = y/2(-W2).
The rate of production of turbulent kinetic energy is
p_ —^
P — UiUj
OXj
3.2 Viscosity-Dependent Parameters
(26)
(27)
y+ and y* are defined by
, ynki/2
y = u y ^ ~1T (28)
where xjn is the distance from the nearest wall, uT = \Jtw/p and tw \s the 
dynamic wall shear stress. The turbulent Reynolds numbers are
Rt =
k2
ue
Rui = —■ 
UUJ
(29)
4 Algebraic or Zero-Equation Models
Models where the eddy-viscosity is completely determined in terms of the 
local mean flow variables are referred to as zero-equation or algebraic mod­
els. Zero-equation models are the simplest of all. Most of these models use 
Prandtl’s mixing length hypothesis and compute the eddy viscosity in anal­
ogy to the molecular mixing phenomenon. There is a significant difference 
though: molecular viscosity is a property of the fluid while eddy-viscosity is 
a property of the flow. This is the reason eddy-viscosity and mixing length 
must be specified in terms of an algebraic relation between eddy-viscosity 
and length scales of the mean flow:
^min
dui
dxj
(30)
where lmin is the mixing length, which is analogous to the mean free path of 
the molecules in molecular mixing.
Baldwin-Lomax and Cebeci-Smith are the most common types of Alge­
braic or Zero-Equation Models. The main advantages of Algebraic or Zero- 
Equation models are;
• Easy to implement.
• Cheap in terms of CPU time.
Stable (numerically).
• Work well for attached boundary layers (have been tuned for such 
cases).
• Predict well Cf and velocity profiles provided the pressure gradients 
are not strong.
The main problem with the Baldwin-Lomax and Cebeci-Smith models is tlm 
difficulty in predicting separated flow, jets and wak^
5 One-Equation Models
Usually employ a transport equation, which may be theory for the kinetic 
energy of turbulence:
dk dk
m + U]^j = Tlj
duj
dxj
e -f
dxj
ju dk 1 , , / l-rT
-X-------- 7;uiu^j - -Pu]pdxj 2 1 p J
(31)
where duj rO dxj
dk
p dxj
u'lu'lulj
yw,
represents production of turbulence,
is the molecular diffusion term,
is the turbulent flux of the turbulent kinetic energy,
is the pressure diffusion term usually neglected due 
to its small contribution,
is the dissipation rate of k per unit mass of fluid, 
and is usuallv defined as:
10
yT is usually calculated as
where CAt is the model coefficient.
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/i du'l du'1 (32)
p dxk dxk
Pt = pCfjlmix (33)
Spalart-Almaras and Baldwin-Barth are the most common types of One- 
Equation Models. The main advantages of the One-Equation models are:
• Give better results than Algebraic Models.
• “History Effects” are accounted for since a differential equation is used 
(can be important in non-equilibrium flows).
• Work for flow regions where the mean velocity gradient is zero.
• “History Effects” not accounted for the length scale I (still algebraic in 
this sense).
• Tuned for aerodynamic flows with adverse pressure gradients and tran­
sonic conditions.
• Popular in aero-applications and USA.
• Modular in the sense that near-wall effects and transition can be in­
cluded by adding terms.
Two common one-equation models (Baldwin-Lomax and Spalart-Almaras 
models) are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
5.1 Baldwin-Lomax Model
The eddy viscosity (ut) in the inner and outer layer viscosities are given by: 
Inner Layer
= l2mix |w| ^mix = Ky(l-e y+/'4f) (34)
5.1 Baldwin-Lomax Model 11
where
iwi
K
is the mixing length,
is the magnitude of the voriticity vector,
is the Von Karman constant.
Outer Layer
t^to
Fyjake
OiCcpFwakeFKleb (Z/i ymax/CKleb) 
min {^maxFman FJi'kljinax/Fjjiax'^
{ymaxlmix i^l)
K,
(35)
(36)
(37)
where ymai is the value of y at which lmix |o;| achieves its maximum 
value,
FKleb is Klebanoff’s intermittency function,
CKieb is Klebanoffs boundary layer constant.
5.1.1 Closure Coefficients
K 0.40
a 0.0168
A+ 26
Cep 1.6
CKleb 0.3
Cwk 1
The function FKieb is Klebanoff’s intermittency function and uj is the mag­
nitude of the voriticity vector, i. e.
OJ —
dv du 
dx dy
(38)
for 2D flows.
Ufiif is the maximum value of V. The Baldwin-Lomax model establishes the
outer-layer length scale in terms of the voriticity in the layer.
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5.2 Spalart-Almaras Model
The eddy-viscosity (i/t) is calculated by:
= fvl
where
fvl= 3X3 + C31
and
(39)
(40)
V
X = - u
In the above, and from now on, / refers to a function, c refers to a constant, 
u is the molecular viscosity and v is the working variable that obeys the 
transport equation:
^ = cbx (1 - ft2) • ^ (v • ((J^ + i^) V ^) + Cb2 (V^)2)
(s)2+/“A£/
(41)
The first term in the RHS is the production term, the second one is the 
diffusion term and the third one is the near-wall term. The last term stands 
for the tripping. The subscript b refers to the basic^ w refers to wall and t 
stands for trip, a is the turbulence Prandtl number and d is the distance to 
the wall.
Here S is the magnitude of the vorticity,
5 = 5 +
fv2= I -
k2d2
X
fv2
(42)
The function fw is
/,
1 + Xfvl
1 + r6 ^ 1/61 + Cw3
w 9 \ fi . Bgb + c°w3
S = r + c„2 (ra - r) (43)
r = —
Sk2d2
5.2 Spalart-Almaras Model 13
For larger r, fw reaches a constant, so large values of r can be truncated to 
10 or so. The wall boundary condition is y = 0. In the freestream, 0 is best, 
provided that numerical errors do not push u to negative values near the edge 
of the boundary layer (the exact solution cannot go negative). Values below 
u/lO will be acceptable. The same applies to the initial condition. The ft2 
function is defined as:
ft2 — ct3 • e-ctiX (44)
The trip function fu is defined as follows:
/,! = c„j, • (45)
where
AU
is the distance from the field point to the trip (which is 
on a wall),
is the wall vorticity at the trip, and
is the difference between the velocity at the field 
point and that at the trip.
Then
gt = min (0.1, AUfu}tAx)
where Ax is the grid spacing along the wall at the trip.
The values of the contants are given in the following section.
(46)
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5.2.1 Constants
5 ONE-EQUATION MODELS
^bl 0.1355
a 2/3
Cfa2 0.622
k 0.41
Cw2 0.3
Cw3 2
Cvl 7.1
Ctl 1
Ct2 2
Ct3 1.1
Ct4 2
And
Cwl ^2
Cbl , (1 + Cb2) (47)
A value of 0.9 has been used for the turbulent Prandtl number.
5.3 Model Equations
Low-Re
Wolfshtein (1969) Yes
Norris and Reynolds (1975) Yes
In the one-equation models considered here, a single transport equation is 
solved for k\
\ Ok
— {pk) -b {pUjk) —
dt dxj
p + ak J dxj
+ p{P-e), (48)
and the turbulence length scales are specified algebraically:
cl/4k3/2 (49)
vt =
In terms of the usual k-e damping factor,
f = — h 1/
15
(50)
(51)
The most popular models are by Wolfshtein [1] and Norris & Reynolds [2].
5.3.1 Wolfshtein
i,. = (1 - e-0 016'"), i, = *»„ (l - e-0 263»-) . (52)
5.3.2 Norris and Reynolds
I, = kyn (1 - e-0 0198?/t“) , = kyn y
y* + 2/c/Cj3/4
(53)
Values Ca = 0.09, cta, = 1.0 and k = 0.41 are assumed.
6 Two-Equation Models
By far the most popular. Two-equation models are complete i. e. can be 
used to predict properties of a given flow with no prior knowledge of the 
turbulence structure or flow geometry. Two transport equations are used 
for:
1. k.
2. Turbulence length scale or function of it.
The choice of the 2nd variable is arbitrary and many proposals have been 
presented. The most popular are:
£ — Dissipation rate of turbulence.
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• o) — /c-specific dissipation rate.
• r — Turbulent time-scale.
Two-Equation Model Equation 2nd Variable Used
Kolmogorov (c. 1942) kUH-1 UJ (Frequency Length Scale)
Rotta (c. 1950) 1
Haxlow-Nakayana (1968) fc3/2/-1 e (Energy Dissipation Rate)
Speziale (1992) Ik-1/2 1 r (Time-Scale)
(54)
For the popular k - e model {Jones and Launder 1972):
V-r — Cil , [t'i — CfiP
s ^
where is the model coefficient.
The advantage of the k — e model is that it:
• Performs well for attached flows with thin shear layers and jets.
• However, fails to predict the correct flow behaviour in many flows 
with adverse pressure gradients. Extended separated flow regions swirl, 
buoyancy, curvature secondary flows and unsteady flows.
The k-uj model uses the ^(-specific dissipation rate as a second variable.
Vrj' — — or
OJ
Ht
UJ
(55)
The advantages of the k — lu model are:
• Better performance in adverse pressure gradient flows.
• Same problems like k — e.
• SST version performs well in separated flows.
SST is zonal: k - u) near wall.
k — UJ transformed to k — e away from wall.
This avoids k — w’s sensitivity to freestream conditions.
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In order to take into account the effects of the Mach Number, the Sarkar/Zeman 
correction is implemented into the turbulence models (Wilcox [3]). For the 
k-uj two-equation turbulence model, the Sarkar/Zeman modification is im­
plemented by applying a change to the closure coefficients /30 (which is used 
in the w-equation) and Pq (which is used in the A:-equation). The new closure 
coefficients vary with the Mach number and are defined as follows:
P* = P*0il + CF{Mt)) 
P = P0-PoCF{Mt)
(56)
(57)
where /3g and PQ are the incompressible values corresponding to P* and P, 
respectively, and Mt is the turbulent Mach number and is defined as:
,,2 2 A: 
Mt=:3 (58)
where k
a
is the turbulent kinetic energy,
is the speed of sound, and is defined by:
a = (59)
The values of and F {Mt) for both the Sarkar and Zeman models are given 
by:
Sarkar
r = i
F {Mt) = Mt2
Zeman
r
F{Mt)
3
4
1 (7+i)(Aft-Af,n)^
1 - e 2 7^ H {Mt - Mto)
(60)
(61)
(62)
(63)
where 7
H{x)
is the specific heat ratio,
is the Heaviside step function, which is defined as:
18
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(64)
X > 0
a; < 0E(x) = ^ 0
1/2 , a; = 0
According to Zeman [4], the values of Mto and A are different for free shear 
flows and boundary layers.
Free Shear Flows
1/2
Mto = 0.1 7 + 1
A = 0.6 (65)
Boundary Layers
Mto = 0.1
7 + 1
1/2
A = 0.6 (66)
Wilcox [3] also postulated the following values for C and F iMt)' 
Wilcox
3r
Mto = 0.25F (Mt)
6.1 Model Equations
6.1.1 k-e Turbulence Transport Equations
= (M/ - Ml) H {Mt - Mto]
(67)
(68)
li{pk) + li{pujk) = ^il ^t\ dk /X + —akJ dxj + /9(P-£-L>) (69)
5 , , 9 , . d
(p£)+^ (pun) = ^dt dxj
fjLt\ de
fJ-I------ I aae J oxj
+p (Cei/iF — 0^2/2^) {Si + Sg)
(70)
The term D is only non-zero for those models (such as Launder-Sharma 
that distinguish homogeneous and inhomogeneous dissipation rates. In such 
models, e is often written as e.
Additional source terms Si and Se are used to control the growth of the 
turbulent length scale and provide the correct near-wall viscous sublayer 
behaviour, respectively.
6.1 Model Equations
6.1.2 k -oj Turbulence Transport Equations
19
lit] dk 
M dk) dxj
d r ^ d , TT ^ d
at{fu)+d^,(pUlbl) = d^j ^ Gu, ) dXi
3J
+ p{P-P*uk) (71) 
beta' +pSi (72)
6.1.3 k — g Turbulence Transport Equations
mil,k) + iri{pUik) = ^J[{p+ Pt] 9k GkJ dxj
d . . 9 d
m{poj) + ^, {p^,9) ~ eXj
6.1.4 Linear k-e Models
, Pt\ dg
GgJ dXj _
+ p P-A4 (73)
+ pASg 
(74)
9
pk ( g r, beta
+ T p*g
Low-Re
Launder and Spalding (1974) — “Standard” high-i?e k-e No
Yakhot et al. (1992) — RNG k-e No
Launder and Sharma (1974) Yes
Lam and Bremhorst (1981) Yes
Chien (1982) Yes
Lien and Leschziner (1993) Yes
c. C£1 C£2 crk CTs s,
Launder and Spalding (1974) 0.09 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3 0
Yakhot et al. (1992) 0.085 1.42 1.68 0.72 0.72 0
Launder and Sharma (1974) 0.09 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3 0
Lam and Bremhorst (1981) 0.09 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3 0
Chien (1982) 0.09 1.35 1.80 1.0 1.3 0
Lien and Leschziner (1993) 0.09 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3 0
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Viscous terms in low-Re models
Launder-Sharma
Lam-Bremhorst
Chien
Lien-Leschziner1
exp -3.4(l+flt/SO)"
(i-e- 0.0165y'
I _ e_o.dii5p
’)2(i + ¥)
WW
D
2v
0
0
1 + ( 0.05il-
Viscous terms in low-Re models (Continued)
f2 s£
Launder-Sharma 1 - 0.3e-R‘
Lam-Bremhorst 1 — e_R‘ 0
Chien 1 - 0.22e-(R(/6)" _^e-yw/2_______
Lien-Leschziner1 1 - 0.36e-R< ri f eO)£ o.OOZZy1"20E2/2-r-e
Remarks
1. The Lien-Leschnizer model [6] asymptotes to the one- 
equation model of Wolfshtein [1] for the mixing and dis­
sipation lengths. The original model description actu­
ally modifies /i rather than SE, but the two formulations 
are equivalent.
6.1.5 Linear k-u) Models
Low-Re
Wilcox (1988a) Yes
Wilcox (1994) Yes
Menter (1994) — (i) Baseline Model Yes
Menter (1994) — (ii) SST Model Yes
6.1 Model Equations 21
Wilcox
(1998a)
Wilcox (1994)
Menter 
(1994) (Base­
line)1
Menter 
(1994) (SST)2
a
A-a-Em.
l+¥
min (1 0-31 V1’ F2 w)
~r~
100
9
1001+(^)4
0.09
0.09
a
B
-----1----
9
X I Hii
5 10„2.7
9 1+^ 2.7
0.553 
0.440
B 0.5530.440
40
40
B
B
0.075
0.083
0.075
0.083
Wilcox (1998a) 
Wilcox (1994)
Menter
(1994) (Baseline)
Vfc • Vo;
0.856
Menter 
(1994) (SST)
0.856
Remarks
1. Menter’s models [7] are constructed as a “blend” oik — ujjk — e models, 
phrased in A: — a; form. The blending ol k — e and k — uj model values 
for a, /3, and aj1 is (with my notation) given by
B{ ab ] =Fla+{l-Fl)b.
The blending function is
Fi = tanh (argf) ,
where
argi = min
k1/2 5001/\ 2kuj
maX * P*(joy' y2uj ) ’ y2 max (Vfc - Vw, 0.0)
(75)
(76)
(77)
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2. The SST model places an additional vorticity-dependent limiter on the 
shear stress, with
, oxF2 = tanh (or^2) , arg2 - max y2uJ J ■ O6’
Note that this model also uses a slightly different value of ak.
6.1.6 Linear k-g Models
Low-Re
Moir and Gould (1998) Yes |
/3* a /3 (Tk sE
Moir and Gould (1998) 910
5
9
3
40 2 2 -F+^^)bv»)2
The limiter A is given by 
1 in near-wall sublayer
A = min (lOO^, l) , otherwise (79)
For the purposes of this model, “near-wall sublayer” is defined as the nearest 
8 cells.
7 Reynolds Stress Modelling
The Reynolds Stress tensor is symmetric, i.e. 6 equations in 3D and 4 equa­
tions in 2D and 1 equation length scale.
Better in cases with:
• Streamline Curvature.
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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• Swirl.
• Buoyancy.
• Rotation.
To obtain the transport equations one has to start from the equation for 
momentum and multiply the uj term with ui and the Ui term with Uj then 
add and time-average the results.
For constant density flows:
Du'u',- / -1—r duj
Dt
-dui
:dxk
d
dxk
du'iu'j_____ 1 ___ ___
+ - (p'u;-5)t I v/’i'jkt) - i'-g-
(80)
p' ( dui duj 
+ p \dxj + dxi
(
dui duj \
where Dt
Convection term. Represents the rate 
of change of u'u' along a streamlne in 
“steady” flow. Equals the rate at which 
the Reynolds stresses are convected by 
the mean fluid motion.
- (u'u'l.P± + u' u[ Production term. Represents the rate
of production of u^Uj by mean shear. 
The shearing is generated by interac­
tion of transverse normal stress and 
shear strain. This is a large (impor­
tant) term and is exact. Use Pij here­
after.
d
dxk
du'ur
<ulJulk + J {p'u,l8]k + p'u']6lk) -
24
£l
p
t (^ dui
0 dxj dxi J
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Diffusion term. Rate of spatial trans­
port of u'^Uj by the action of turbulent 
fluctuation, pressure fluctuations and 
molecular diffusion.
Redistribution or pressure-strain term. 
Drives turbulence towards isotropy by 
redistributing energy. Use (f>ij here­
after.
Redistribution of the available turbulent kinetic energy is 
amongst the fluctuating velocity components. It has no ef­
fect on the overall level of k since it has zero trace. If Xi is 
the dominant flow direction, u'lu[ is generated due to shear 
and and u'^u'^ are smaller. (f)ij redistributes ?//1?x,1,s en­
ergy to and U3U3. has an opposite sign to the shear 
strain of a boundary layer. (f>ij reduces u[u2 since isotropic 
turbulence must be shear-free. The same applies for other 
directions.
Dissipation term. Represents the dis­
sipation rate of due to molecular 
viscous action. Use hereafter.
Only convection and production can be calculable out of the Reynolds stress 
components and the mean flow quantities. We need modelling for the follow­
ing:
• Diffusion,
• Redistribution and
• Dissipation terms.
7.1 Diffusion
Diffusion = Viscous Diffusion -i- Pressure Diffusion -f Turbulent Diffusion
1. Viscous Diffusion - Small contribution at high Reynolds values - 
usually neglected at high Reynolds numbers. It can easily be calculated.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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2. Pressure Diffusion - As regards the pressure diffusion term, measure­
ments cannot be conducted and estimates via indirect methods suggest 
that it is very small.
3. Turbulent Diffusion - Daly and Harlow [8] with their gradient diffu­
sion hypothesis modelled the terms as:
-------- k---- du'i u'i
-u'lu'3u'k = Cs-uiu',------'S £'^ku'l dxi
(81)
where a Empirical coefficient. Approximately 0.22 in 
value. Obtained via optimisation.
Characteristic time scale of the energy con­
taining eddies.
Other models by Hanjalic & Launder [9] and Lumley k Khajeh-Nouri 
[10] are complicated and so less popular.
7.2 Redistribution Term
• Based on the Poisson equation for the instantaneous pressure.
• Start from the pressure-poisson method and subtract the mean to ob­
tain:
pdxf
d2 [u'ju'j| r^dujdu'i 
dxjXi dxj dxj
(82)
The first term of the sum is for turbulent quantities while the second 
contains mean-velocity gradients.
In the special case of homogeneous turbulence, Chen’s integral is ob­
tained:
pduj __ 1 f d2lu*lu*jnui 2 dui d2u*mUi \ dvoi |
p dxj AM \ dridrmdrj dxm dridrj J r l3'h
(83)
26
where
(pijyV
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denotes quantities evaluated at position x*, 
r = X* — X.
is a surface integral important only if the size 
of the energy containing eddies is of the same 
order of magnitude as the distance from the 
wall (v. Tennekes & Lumley [11]).
Launder, Reece and Rodi proposed to model the terms surrounded 
in the {• • • } separately. This is the most common approach. Speziale, 
Sarkar and Gatski proposed to model the whole term. This is becoming 
popular since a separate model for (f)ijiW is not necessary.
7.3 Dissipation Term
Molecular viscosity converts the turbulent kinetic energy into heat by acting 
on the small-scale, high frequency motions. These motions can be assumed 
isotropic sc no need or a tensor:
^ij ^^ij£
where e is obtained from a transport equation.
Other alternatives like w, e exist:
(84)
De d
dxk
C4U'kU'1^) + I {CnPkiSik - C(2e) (85)
where Ce,Cei,Ct2 are model coefficients.
Pk[ production due to strain Ski-
Diffusion of the dissipation rate is also modelled using the generalised gradi­
ent diffusion model by Daly and Harlow [8|.
The coefficients must be determined. Use 6 criteria:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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1. Grid-generated turbulence must decay with the experimentally ob­
served rate in the absence of shear.
2. Turbulence must adjust when a strain rate is suddenly applied to an 
isotropic field.
3. Homogeneous free shear data can be used to match production of dis­
sipation.
4. The model must be able to predict the boundary layer close to a solid 
wall.
5. Turbulence must collapse in stabilising curvature.
6. Simple test cases can be used to optimise the coefficients.
7.4 Model Equations
Low-Re
Gibson and Launder (1978) No
Craft and Launder (1992) No
Speziale et al. (1991) — SSG model No
Jakirlic (1995) Yes
Shima (1998) Yes
Wilcox (1998b) — Multiscale Model Yes
7.4.1 Transport Equations
— [puTu]) + -X— {pUkUiUj) = -—dijk + p {Pij + - £ij), (86)
ut uXk
d d
dt' dxk
d
{pUke) = + p{Celf\P - Ce2f2£)dxk K
28
where
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/ dUi dU,\
Pi>- [UiUkdxCUiUidxk)’ P = l/2Pii, (88)
dijk - dijk + dijk +PQXk iuCj), (89)
£ - l/2ekk- (90)
The pressure strain correlation dissipation Sij and non-viscous diffusion 
4. must be modelled. Deviatoric parts of the dissipation tensor are 
often absorbed into Body forces pGij and dilatational terms pKij have 
not been implemented in the stress-transport equations.
7.4.2 Gibson and Launder
Diffusion
dijk = (p-dkl + ^ (uiU,),
4.. = U + ct'!f5')||,
C, = 0.22, C£ = 0.18.
Pressure-Strain
where
$ - = + $^2) -H
$(]) = -C1ea!J,
^l2) = -^2 { Plj - ) ,1
3
$s;1=(^kl^k^lt^ij PhijkntHk I /,
d>2j — Cl —U{Uj + C2 (Pij 1 f
Cl = 1.8, C2 = 0.6, Ci{w) = 0.5, C2{w) = 0.3, C/ = 2.5.
(91;
(92)
(93)
(94)
(95)
(96)
(97)
(98)
(99)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Dissipation
£ij — ^Sij£.
29
(100)
Dissipation Equation
Cei = 1.44, Ce2 = 1.92, Si = 0. (101)
Since this is a high-/?e model, /i = /2 = 1 and S£ = 0.
7.4.3 Craft and Launder
This model is exactly like the one by Gibson and Launder [12], except;
= Ci{w)pMu] + ^0.04Pfcfc - 6ij ~ ^102^
7.4.4 Speziale, Sarkar and Gatski - SSG Model
The model developed by Speziale, Sarkar and Gatski [13] is described below.
Pressure-Strain
where
$■■ = $(1) + $[2) 
y u ' ij ’
$(1)/e = -Cia - iCi ^a2 - ,
(103)
(104)
= Coi (s - ^Sil^ + Cii l^sa + as - ^{as}I^ + Ci2 (wa - aw),
(105)
Cx = 1.7 + 0.9—,
£
C[ = -1.05,
Coi = 0.8 - 0.65a2/2, 
Cii = 0.625,
C'12 = 0.2.
(106)
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Note that there is no wall-reflection term. Other modelling is as for the 
Gibson and Launder [12] model, with the exception that Ce2 = 1-83. Note 
that the original SSG paper discussed only homogeneous turbulence, leaving 
diffusion to be modelled independently.
7,4.5 Jakirlic
The Reynolds stress model by Jakirlic [14] employs the following.
Diffusion
dijk = (+ 0.
pkukUi \ d)h(u'Ui)'
Cs = 0.22, C£ - 0.18.
de 
dxi ’
Pressure-Strain
^i] ' ij 1 ij ’
where
$ (1) -CiEttij,
$|2) - -c2 ( Pij - ^PkkSij ) ,-tJ -M u 3-
1
= [^^kinkniSij - ^^jkriink ] /,
7 /^(w) ^---------4>ij=C'[ -^UiUj17+ 0^4?, / = min [^,1.4)
Cl = C + Al/2E2, C2 = 0.8A1/,2,
Cj“’) = max (1 - 0.7C, 0.3), C2{w) = min {A, 0.3),
Q = 2.5, C = 2.5Afll4fRl, fa2 = min A.150
3/2
(107)
(108)
(109)
(110)
(111)
(112)
(113)
(114)
(115)
(116)
(117)
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
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where
^ = 1 - - (a2 - a3), 
-E1 = 1 - - (e2 - e3),
g.. = _ -S ■
e 3 u
Dissipation
where
£ij k
^ij = + (1 + fe) Eij,
£ UiUj (uiUknjnk ujUf^nink -h UkUini^nininj)
1 "I- 2 {ie^pf^ql'^p^qfd
f, = a1/2e2, /j = r 1
+ 0.lRt
Dissipation Equation
C£l = 1.44, Ce2 = 1.92, Si = 0
fi = 1, /2 =
1 _ Ce2 ~ 1r-(fl./6)2
ce2
k___  d2Ui d2Ui
Se = 0.251^-UjUjt-
where
£ J dxjdxi dxkdxi'
fdkl/2\2£ = max I c - 2z/ f j ,0
7.4.6 Shima
Shima’s model [15] employs the following terms:
31
(118)
(119)
(120) 
(121)
(122)
(123)
(124)
32
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,(,) ( , ,„pkuim\ Sedk =\^^^6kl + C.-T-^ gxi.
Pressure-Strain
where
Cs = 0.22, Ce = 0.18.
— -----eSij,y^ij i=/ij ^ij ' 2
where
$-]) = —Cieaij,
= - (^2 i^Pi] - -^PhAj^ - C3 ^Dij - ~Dkfc5lj^ 
— Ciik ^5,j ~Slck^ij^ 1
,__ duk ___duk\
Di1 = -[u^Uk^ + u^Uk^)
(125)
(126)
(127)
(128)
(129)
(130)
dxj ' J "■ dx,
C, = 1 + 2A5a'2l,A1lt (l - e'l7'"2) (l - ,
C2 = 0.7A, Cs = 0.2,A1'2,
(131)
and
C4 = 0.65A (0.2.3Ci + C2 - 1) + l-3a2
A = l- - {a2-as).
O
1/4
(132)
The fast part of the pressure-strain can also be written in the tensorial form 
$(2) je = Coi (|s - + Cu (|sa + as - ^{as}I^ + C12 (wa - aw),
(133)
where
C01 = - (C2-I-C3) — (74, C11 — C2 + CS, C\2 — C2 Cs. (134)
3
I
I
I
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Dissipation Equation
CE\ — 1.44 + + P21 C£2 = 1.92, Si = 0,
33
(135)
where
Pi = 0.25^ min — 1> 0^ — 1.4^1 min — 1,0^,
P2 = l.OAX2 max -1,0), 
A = min ( |V ( -— ) 1,4 | .
(136)
Also,
where
/i — 1, /2 — , *5e — 0,
. (dkll2\2 nx 
e = max | e - 2j^ I 1 ,0 | .
(137)
(138)
7.4.7 Wilcox - Multiscale Model
Wilcox’s multiscale model [16] is based on the premise that one can par­
tition the turbulence spectrum into large-scale energy-bearing eddies and 
small-scale, isotropic, dissipative eddies. The formulation is rather different 
from that of momentum Reynolds-stress models and consists of transport 
equations for k, u! as well as equations for the upper-partition stress ten­
sor Tij = - [ulu]- 2/3eSij) (where e is the turbulence energy of the lower 
partition eddies). In addition, a tensor describing the exchange of energy 
between upper and lower partitions is used. Transforming Wilcox’ equations 
into transport equations for u1uJ, ku = k — e (the upper-partition turbulence 
energy) and cj, we obtain:
f) d 2
— {puluj) — {pUkUiUj) = p {Pij -I- $zj) + (F - pe) -5ij,
dt fc3/2
{kU)U\3/2
(139)
(140)
d , 9 d
alpw) + {,,u’u) - dxj
Pt \ ^ 
fJ,+ awJ dxj
a
-\- p\ — F — puj j + pSi.
(141)
34
where
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Mt ^
k = l/2ului, e-P*Ljk, ut = — =-
p (jj
= -Cisaij - a (^Pij - -SijPkk^j - /5 - -SijDk^
— jk (^Sij — -Skh^ij^ ,
(142)
(143)
F =
d
dxj
p +
dk
(7 k J c) .r j ^
Si = -Pu)w, (144)
and
-- 42 « 6 - 1 r 1 4- a
Q=55’ /,= M' 7=4- C,-1 + 4
9 _ 3 4
^* = I0’ /3_40’ 7_5’ afc-C7a
' hu\zl2,t) ■
2.
(145)
(146)
8 Non-Linear Models
8.1 2D Formulation
Reynolds Stress anisotropy
bij
u^u'j — ^kSij
2k
Dissipation tensor is still isotropic:
-ij
(147)
(148)
I
I
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The pressure-strain term follows the quasi-linear approach of all linear mod­
els.
+ i^c2 ~ c2 "s/llb^ Sij 
+ C3 ^ikSkj + Sikbkj ~ -hlSkl^ij^
— C4 {bikQkj — Qikbkj)
Define the dimensionless strain rate tensor as:
1 / dui duj
(149)
^l3 2 ^ dx3 + dxi (150)
Define the dimensionless voriticity tensor as;
1 / dui duj
—u 2T \ dxj dxi (151)
T is the maximum of turbulent and viscous time scales, e. g.
or
r = max ( —; CT
■£ V pe.
( 1 r n1T = max — Ft-a -p-rV pi3 CO
(152)
(153)
Note CT = 6.0.
We still have an option of a linear (formulation 1) or quasi-linear (formulation 
2) perssure-strain model for the pressure-strain term. Since the pressure- 
strain term for formulation 2 depends on II* = bkibki (where bki is the second 
invariant of the Reynolds-stress anisotropy tensor), formulation 2 is not an 
Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model (EARSM).
Cx C! c2 C3 c4
Formulation 1 3.60 0 0.80 0 2.00 lU__ 2___
Formulation 2 3.40 1.80 0.80 1.30 1.25 0.40
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Both formulations are used for 6^:
Nbij = -AiSij + {blkOkj - Oikbkj)
— A2 ^bikSkj + Sikbkj -bkiSki5ij 
P
N = A3 + Ai — 
e
For 2D:
bij = PiSij
+ /32 ^SikSkj —
+ Pa {SikQkj — QikSij)
where P denote functions of invariants of 5^ and 
For 2D only IIS and IIo are independent:
(154)
(155)
(156)
IF SklSkl
iio — Q-tdQ-ki
(157)
(158)
Use Caley-Hamilton Theorem as referenced by Wallin and Johansson [17]. 
The C-H theorem is used to seek a solution with ^ = / (j) and an equation 
for N is derived.
For 2D, this is a cubic equation and the solution can be found in closed form:
Pi
Q
AiN 
' 2Q P2 — Q
g _ -^l
2Q
N2 - 2II0 - -A2Us
(159)
(160)
iV1 = + (P], + y/P^1/3 + sign (Pi - y/P^) | {Pi ~ \/^| 1/3
N = N2 = ^ + 2{P2 + P2)116 ■ cos Uarccos f
(161)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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where
Pi =
P2 =
A\ = 
A2 = 
As =
A4 =
Formulation 1:
37
^3— + 27
A1Ai 2 ,o\ „ 2,
6 9
AiA
- ns - -IIo As
3 9
8/3 - 2C1C2 - Q^/^/
i --A27] Us - ^IIo
2-C4
2-Cs
2-C4
Ci -2
2-C4 
Q + 2 
2-C4
(162)
(163)
(164)
(165)
(166) 
(167)
If C3 = 0 ^A2-0 =>/32 = 0 => bij = bij (5jj, Ojj) only
Not a function of lit (second anisotropy invariant, where II6 = bkibki).
8.2 3D Formulation
Starting from the transport equation for the tensor:
_ 2 r
aij - 1. QdOk
k Da,V
e Dt
1 I du!lu'Ju'k u'lu'J duki
dxl k dxl
n'n' (P _ x
-P Eii _ £0 _|_ <j>ii
see
(168)
(169)
Pro _ p 
2
(170)
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The terms surrounded by the square brackets [• • ■ ] vary slowly so the terms 
surrounded by the curly brackets equals zero, i. e. {■■•} = 0, and the 
equation for the otij tensor is:
u\u'3 ■P _ _ Pjj _ ^
k \e I ~ s e e (171)
where £
til
£
denotes the Dissipation term, 
denotes the Redistribution term.
Note both the dissipation and redistribution terms mentioned above require 
modelling. Also Plj is usually represented as:
And as before:
—r—rdU-j —r—j-dUi
Ptl = -u'.uV—^ - u' W -— 
3 3 kdxk 3 kdxk
T {duj duj
lJ 2 V 9.xj dxi
Ol3
T ( dui duj
2 \ dxj dxi
k
T = —
£
Rewrite the Production term ^ as: 
4
(172)
(173)
(174)
(175)
Pi, = - -S„ ■■ {n.tSk, + S,k,,kj) ^ + Otjnkl) (176)
o
9
°Al = % 
£ 3 3
(177)
Xhe — term is modelled in 2 parts corresponding to slow (denoted as ‘s’) 
and fast (denoted as ‘r’ for rapid) redistribution rates:
^ =-cia: where Cy is a constant (178)
I
I
I
I
I
i
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4’_ C2 + 8 
11
30C2 - 2 
55
8C2 — 2' 
11
Pij - fijP
1 dxi dxi
Dij - fijP
(179)
[Refer to Launder, Reece and Rodi [18] for above equation.] 
where C2 is a constant and Dij is defined as:
D.ij
-j-f-dUk -i-ydUk (180)
<sr)
Use SIV OlJ and atJ in -f- like for the ^ case.
4^ = 4 (9C^ /aijSij + Sikati _ 2
£ 5 11 V ^ 2
+ (7an 10) {o-iuCk, - OjsQtj)
Going back to the equation for the anisotropy tensor and using equations 
176, 177 and 181 we get:
P.j
(181)
Cl - 1 + — j — ^^Sij
+ (Z^(Qlfcoj.-o1%,)
- ^aikSkj + Sikakj - -6ijaikSk^
(182)
where 0R is the effective mean voriticity tensor. in the absence of-u
rotation of the co-ordinate system.
Equally, for e use a transport equation like the one for the 2-equation linear 
Eddy Viscosity Model (EVM).
Since by definition:
— (^ikPki 
e
(183)
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The result of equation (182) is a non-linear equation for Qij provided by 
Sij, Og are known. The idea behind the Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress 
Models (EARSMs) is to simplify equation (182) so that can be calculated 
explicitly.
One may see equation (182) as:
Lij (^akl, SkuQ^ii —^ = 0 
considering the ratio j as a separate parameter.
(184)
The formal solution uses the Caley-Hamilton theorem and gives aij as a 
function of 10 tensorially independent groups. Among others, Wallin and 
Johansson [17] have presented a form of the solution as:
a = P\S
1.
+ /?2 ( 52 - -llj
+ /93(02-W
+ 13a {SO - OS)
+ Pb {s20 - OS2)
+ Se (so2 + 02S - hvi
(185)
+ /57 ( S202 + 02S2 - -IV/
+ /3s (SOS2 - S2OS)
+ (QSO2 - 02S0)
+ Pio (os2o2 - o2s2o)
where •).0i{-
02(■■')i Ps(■■■) 
PA{---),0b{---),0ei---)
Pli' • • )> P^{' ■ ■ )’ 09 {' ■ • )i Pioi' ■ • )
is the Linear term, 
are the Quadratic terms, 
are the Cubic terms, 
are the Higher Order terms.
8.2 3D Formulation
And:
41
a -- aij
S - Sij 
Q = Qij
iSS)ij = {S% = sikstj
I = Identity Matrix 
IIS = trace (52) = StjSji 
Ho = trace (O2) = QijQji
III = trace (53) = SijSjkSki
IV = trace (SO2) = SijOjOki
V = trace (S202) — SijSjkOklOli
C2 in the rapid redistribution (model) term is between 0.4 and |. If C2 is 
set to the last term in equation (182) becomes zero and equation (182) 
becomes:
- 1 + -^1 a = ^ (aO - Oa) (186)
\ e J 15 9
Equation (186) above is much simpler than equation (182) especially for 3D
cases.
To simply equation (186), multiply by 9/4:
(186) * - =>jVa = —-5 + (aO + Oa) 
4 5
9 PN = C[ + -- 4 e
(187)
C1 = ?(C,-1)
where Ci is called the Rotta Coefficient and C\ = 1.8.
Equation (187) is linear in a with a slight non-linearity in N. Since equation 
(185) is a solution of equation (187), we can replace a from equation (185) 
into equation (186) and solve for the coefficients j3i. The sofution uses the 
Cafey-Hamilton theorem but /3/s are functions of N. The obtained /3/s can 
then be used back in equation (185) and thus results in a 6-th order equation 
for N for the general case of 3D flow. The /3/s are also used to replace a2J in
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equation (185) so that finally a non-linear equation for N is obtained (again 
this is of order 6).
We now have 3 options:
1. Simplify for 2D mean flow.
2. Simplify for 3D mean flows.
3. Solve without simplifications.
8.2.1 Simplication for 2D Mean Flows
^> = -i(sdn^) "etheon|y
/34 — - | non-zero coefficients
The equation for N is:
N3 — C[N2 - (^n. + 2IIg) N + 2C[llo = 0
(188)
(189)
with a solution:
^ + {Pi + VWjl/3 + {Pi - y/W)1/3sign (Pi - , P2 > 0
N = c[ 2 -1- (Pf 4- P2) cos 5arccos(7^yj ,P2 <0
-(T*n"'+N
Note N is real and positive V IIs,IIo- Once N is known, j is obtained from 
N = C[ + l^.
(190)
(191)
(192)
8.2 3D Formulation
8.2.2 Simplification for 3D Mean Flows
NA = -Q (2Af2 - 7IIe)
^3 — —
(12iV-1IV)
Q
2 (12iV2 - 211)
Q
6N
Q
P9 =
Q
Q = I (N2 - 2IIo) {2N2 - Ho)
Note: The rest of coefficients are zero.
The equation for N is:
N6 - c;iv5 - + hio) jv4
+5C;ii2]V’ + (llS + ^IIsIIo - yW2
01
-C(11^7V - —IV2 = 0 
0
No solution in closed form. 
In 2D:
and
IIIs = IV = 0
V IIJIsiJ-O
So let’s use this in equation (199) to simplify and obtain:
w2 - C[N! - - 2IIo) + 2C[\\pO = 0
43
(193)
(194)
(195)
(196)
(197)
(198)
(199)
(200)
(201)
(202)
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where subscript a represents an approximate value.
In addition, use;
IV =
V • -lyio + 02
Both of the above are small perturbations.
Use the above two equations to improve:
r2'i
(203)
(204)
N
Ara+162(^. + 02J\U+oW<Ai|^i |fe)
D = 20;V[J (,v„ - - iio (iowc3 + i5c;ivc2) + ioc;iiJ,
D is always greater than zero since:
iva>c;
and
llo <0
Again use iVj = + f f to get j once N is known.
8.2.3 General Case: No Simplifications 
If G2 = I we have equation (186):
(205)
(206)
(207)
(208)
Cl — 1 4---- I O’ — -A5+^(aa-oQ) (209)
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but even without it we may write:
Na = -AiS + {aO - Oa) - A2 + 5a - ^trace (a5) (210)
(211) 
(212)
n = a3 + a,-
e
A\ = 
A2 = 
A3 — 
A4 -
88
11 {7C2 + 1)
5 — 9C2 
7C2 + 1
11 (Cl - 1) 
7C2 + 1 
11
7C2 + 1
(213)
(214)
(215)
The values of the coefficients for the general Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model 
(ARSM) case are given below.
New
( C1 = 1.8 \ 
V <^2 = 5/9 J
Original
LRR
f Cl = 1.5 \
V C2 = 0.4 )
Linearized
SSG
Gatski-
Speziale
Ai 1.20 1.54 1.22 1.22
A2 0 0.37 0.47 0.47
A3 1.8 1.45 0.88 5.36
a4 2.25 2.89 2.37 0
According to Wallin-Johansson [17],
N/Sx = —Ai JiA + Ta7^7 — A2 HxjPj
or
{N67x — J-yX + A2Hjx) 0X — —Ai JiA
(216)
(217)
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H =
0 Ills -iHo 0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 10 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0
3 !=^
0
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0
-IIo
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 ills
1
0
0
0
0
0
0 -1 
0 -1 
0 0
0
-2IIo 
—2IIS 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0
fiv -iv 
2IIo 
IIS 
0 
0 
0
-1 
0 
0 
0
0 
0 
0
illo 
0 
0 
0 
0
3
IV
IIIIS
0
0
ill.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-IV
IIo
0
0
0
0
-2
0
0
0
- |lUIo 
-fiv 
0 
0
iHo
-ill.
0
0
0
0
illo
0
0
0
0
-1
2V - lUIo 
—2IV 
0 
0 
0
II.
0
0
0
0
IIo
0
(218)
IT2ilo
—2IV 2IIsII0-2V
0
0
-2IIo
0
0
0
0
P2 =
^4 =
AlN. (30 42IV - 21iVIIo - 2.42III. + 6iV3 - 3A111sN) 
2Q K '
(6^2IV + I2MI0 + 2Alllls - 6iV3 + 3.4pIsV)
{2Alllls + 3VA2IIs + 6IV)3Ai
_ Q
(2ApIIs + SAlllsN + 6A2IV - 6iVIIo + 3iV3) 
Q
0
0
0
-21I0
0
0
0
(219)
(220) 
(221) 
(222) 
(223)
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9A1A2iV2
Q
(224)
9AlN2
Q
(225)
o I8A1A2N
07 - Q (226)
n 9AiA2N
A= « (227)
/3 9A,N 
/,s- Q (228)
0 II 0 (229)
Q = 3NS+ (-f Ho -\Al11^ n3 + (2U2lV ^ -4"nIs) N2
+ (3II| - 8II„Ho/l; + 2iA2 V + A‘Ii;) N + ^ISII.III,
+ 2A32llslY - 2Alllolh - 6A2IIoIV
8.3 Model Equations
8.3.1 Non-Linear k-e Models
Low-Re
Speziale (1987) No
Rubinstein and Barton (1992) No
Shih et al. (1993) No
Shih et al. (1995) No
Gatski and Speziale (1993) No
Suga (1995) Yes
Lien et al. (1996) Yes
Apsley and Leschziner (1998) Yes
(230)
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Non-linear stress-strain relationship
c. (^1, P21 ^2.)
Speziale (1987)1 0.09 (0.054,0.054,0)
Rubinstein and 
Barton (1992)
0.085 (0.230,0.047,0.189)
Shih et al (1993) 2731.25+s+0.9tn 19>
Shih et al
(1995)2
1
6.5+Ajcr‘
(i“9c'S2) ' (0, 2, 0)
1+6[52(-“,2)] ^
Gatski and
Speziale (1993)3
l/2alC*l (03(73,0.2C210)
Suga (1995)4
0.3(l-e-036'U';”')
H-0.35tjV2
C/i/mu (-0.4,0.4,-1.04)
Lien et al
(1996b)
2/3
1.25+s+0.9u7 5ofcI(3.15. 19)
Apsley and
Leschnizer
(1998)6
(-“i2) fp (ct^) (® (all ^22) > an — a22> 0)
Non-linear stress-strain relationship (Continued)
(7I) 72) 73) 74)
Speziale (1987)1 (0,0,0,0)
Rubinstein and Barton (1992) (0,0,0,0)
Shih et al (1993) (0,0,0,0)
Shih et al (1995y2 (0,0,0,0)
Gatski and Speziale (1993)3 (0,0,0,0)
Suga (1995)4 CfJnJi (40,40,0,-80)
Lien et al (1996b) (16,16, 0, —80)
Apsley and Leschnizer (1998)6 4(7m (f^) (- 725 §72i 1^7)
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Turbulence Transport Equations
49
C£i ce2 o-k CTe s,
Speziale 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3 0
Rubinstein and 
Barton
1.42 1.68 0.72 0.72 ^ sJ(s/4.38-l)e2 1+0.012s3 k
Shih et al (1993) 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3 0
Shih et al (1995) 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3 0
Gatski and
Speziale
1.44 1.83 (1.0) (1.3) 0
Lien et al 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3 0
Suga4 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3 YAP
Apsley and
Leschziner6
1.44 1.83 1.01+F2/3-72
1.37
1+52/3-72 0
D fi ^2
Suga4 1 _ e-(Rf/90)1/2-(Rt/400)2 1 1 - 0.3e-fi'
Lien et al5 0 1 1 - 0.3e_K'
Apsley and
Leschziner6
1 0 1 1
Viscous Terms in Low-Re Models(Continued)
se
Suga4 0-0022,;^ {Ri < 250)
Lien et al5 t E(1,E „-0.00375y*2Ce2/2—e
Apsley and Leschziner6 r< e(I)£„-0.0038y'2
Remarks
1. The original Speziale [19] model included terms involving DSlj/Dt. 
These have been found to provoke serious numerical instability and 
have, therefore, been omitted from the stress-strain relationship.
2. In the Shih et al model [20], the constant A*s is derived as the positive 
root of a cubic equation and is given by
\/6 cos (/», (f) = 1: arccos ( ) .
3 V 4/2)
(231)
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The shear parameter is (allowing for system rotation)
kj ki
a* = {sijSij + w*Jw*J)1 /2, w*j = - [Wij - 2eijkDk] = Wij--eijkOk-
£ (232)
3. In the Gatski and Speziale model [21], C* are shear-dependent terms 
based on the regularisation of the 2D solution as given by Speziale and 
Xu [22]:
(l + 2C2)(l + 6r?5) + |772 
(1 + 2C2)(1 + 2C2 + 661776)’
(l+2C2)(l + r74)-h|772 
2’3 (l + 2C2)(l + 2C2 + 662,3r76):
(bi,ft2,63) = (7-0,6.3,4.0)
(233)
where
and
C = ^{-n,2)
2 cti Oil
Oi2
Qi
1/2 (234)
0:2 — 20il —
03 = Ox (2 - C3)g,
(235)
where
1/2C1 + (7),,, — 11 \^Jeq Cei-1
Ce2 - 1 (236)
The constants, which come from the SSG pressure-strain model, are
Cl = 6.8, C2 = 0.36, C3 = 1.25, C4 = 0.40. (237)
Note also that, for systems rotation in this model only, Wij is alterna­
tively defined as
wlj = T Wij — ( - — ) SijkLlijkC4
(2.38)
I
I
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4. In the Suga model [23],
Tj - max (s, w). (239)
The Yap correction (Yap [24]) in the dissipation equation is given by
k3/2YAP - max ^0.83 (7 - 1) 72“^i 0^
7 cieyn
Cl = 2.5. (240)
5. The low-Re terms in the Lien et al [25] model are based on the one- 
equation model of Norris and Reynolds [2] for the mixing and dissi­
pation lengths near the wall. The original model actually modifies /i 
rather than SE, but the two formulations are equivalent.
6. In the Apsley and Leschziner [26] model, /,, is incorporated naturally 
into a*af3 and a* are curve fits to the three independent anisotropy 
components and shear flow parameters, respectively, from DNS data 
for plane channel flow:
2
3’
an^l + 0.42 exp (0.296y*1/2 - 0.040y*)
a*22 = 0.404 [1 - exp (-O.OOly* - 0.000147y*2)] 
a\2 = -0.3 [1 - exp (-0.00443y*1/2 - 0.0189y*)] ,
2
3’
(241)
and
a* = 3.33 [1 - exp (-0.45y*)] [l + 0.277y*3/2 exp (-0.088y*)] . (242)
The constants /3 and 7 are based on the values of the anisotropy com­
ponents and shear parameter in the log-law region and are given by
/3 = 0.222, 7 = 0.623. (243)
Modifications to C/i, ak and ae arise because, unlike the other models, 
the first two cubic terms do not cancel in simple shear. The non­
equilibrium parameter /p, which accounts for departures of the local
shear parameter a = {k/e) \J{dUi/dxj)2 = (s2 — w2) ^ from the cali­
bration value cr*, is given by
fp —
2/0
1 + + 4/0 (/o — 1) (cr/cr*)'
/0 = 1+1.25 max (0.09a*2, l.O) .
(244)
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The additional term in the dissipation equation is based upon a curve 
fit to the DNS data for the dissipation length:
iW = 0.179y„ (l + ^) (i - e_!,'!/279) . £(1> = (245)
9 Wall Boundary Conditions 
9.1 Low-jRe Models
Subscript w denotes the value at the wall and subscript p the value at the 
near-wall node. The following boundary conditions are assumed for a direct 
integration to the wall.
For k:
o
II3 , flux{k)w = 0. (246)
For e when D = 0: ew = flux{e)w = 0.
Vv
(247)
For e when D ^ 0: £ = 0, flux{e)w = —vVe. (248)
For u: 01 = 0, flux{ui)w = —uVuj. (249)
For g: 5 = 0) flux{g)w = -uVg. (250)
For UiUf UlUj = 0, flux(uiuj)w — 0. (251)
9.2 Wall Functions
In the finite-volume approach, wall functions supply the following quantities 
when the near-wall cell is too large to resolve the fiow structure close to the 
wall:
• Wall shear stress (and heat flux) for the mean-flow equations;
• Volume-averaged production and dissipation terms for the k equation,
• Near-wall values of e (and, in principle, oo and g) and structure functions 
uaup/k.
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In equilibrium shear flows, a universal law of the wall is assumed such that 
the mean velovity profile (for a smooth wall) takes the form
U_
uT
y d.Vv
y^Vv
(252)
where y+ynuT/L/ and k, E and are constants. Continuity requires E = 
exp{ky^) /y+. A typical dimensionless sublayer height is = 11.2. Kine­
matic shear stress tw = ur2 would be calculated from U at the near-wall 
node. However, this leads to an eddy viscosity i>t = kuTy which vanishes at 
impingement points, where U vanishes, at variance with the observed maxi­
mum heat transfer at such points.
The solution (Chieng and Launder [27]) is to adopt a turbulent velocity scale 
based on the turbulent kinetic energy, u0 ~ ClJikp2, and corresponding eddy 
viscosity, so that the (constant) shear stress in the fully turbulent layer is
dU
T = ku0y—, 
dy
(253)
with solution at the near-wall node (assumed ti) lie in the fully turbulent 
layer);
(254)
kuo \ n /
Thus the wall shear stress is deduced from
Tm =
[c'JX12)
In {E*y*)
(255)
where a subscript ‘p’ denotes a value at the near-wall node, k, E* and 
take the values 0.41, 5.4 and 20.4, respectively. Strictly, the use of wall 
functions requires the near-wall node to lie within the fully turbulent region; 
say, y+ > 30 or y+ > 55.If, for any reason, y* < y^u. then tw should be 
set equal to the viscous stress vUp/yp. To implement the scheme in the 
momentum equations, the coordinate projections of tw are used to replace 
the diffusive fluxes on cell faces abutting the boundary through the source 
terms.
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To establish turbulence quantities, universal profiles must be adopted for 
production and dissipation. It is assumed that
P = 0, 6 ~
2uk
{y < VnU)
dU Uq . ..
P = TW — , £ ~ -r, (y> VnU)
dx ky
(256)
(257)
where yu = ynu*vlkl/2, and k^ is the turbulent kinetic energy at the top of 
the viscous sublayer, taken equal to kp (although more complex algorithms 
may be constructed). In the dissipation equation the value of s at the near­
wall node is set equal to that defined above. In the k equation, k and its flux 
are set to zero at the wall and cell-averaged values of dissipation used in the 
near-wall cell. Integrating the profiles above.
P =av Clu/ikl/2k5
In (5/y</)
2uku
^av Y'
VuO
where 5 (= 2yp) is the cell height.
+
^,3/4. 3/2
Wyi A/p
k5
In {S/ytJ)
(258)
(259)
For the Reynolds-stress transport equations, the values of the individual 
stresses at the near-wall node are fixed by the value of k and structure func­
tions uaug/k derived from the transport equations on the assumption of local 
equilibrium {P = e), vanishing advection and diffusion and isotropic dissi­
pation. In local coordinates aligned such that x is parallel to the flow and y 
normal to the wall, we get the following with the standard linear pressure- 
strain model:
55
Cl + C2 - 2C2C^w) - 1
Cl + 2Cf(«')
uz
T
w2
—uv
2 + Cl - 2C2 + C2Ciw) \ + Cr1 V„2
Cl
—1 + Cl + C2 + C2C2 
C,
(ui)'
+
Ci A: ’
Cl k ’
(260)
\
1 - c2 +
Cl+|cr
The stress components in the fixed cartesian system may then be obtained 
by coordinate rotation. For the pressure-strain coefficients in the Gibson- 
Launder model [12] this gives, in wall-aligned coordinates,
(261)
u2/k = 1.098, 
v^/k = 0.247, 
w2/k = 0.655,
—uvfk = 0.255,
and, for simplicity, these values have also been assumed for the other models.
10 Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES)
As described in the previous sections, the Reynolds-Averaging Navier-Stokes 
(RANS) method consists of time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. Large- 
Eddy simulation (described in greater detail in the following section), is an­
other approach to modelling/simulating the turbulent flows. LES, however, 
splits up the flow in terms of the size of the scales, with the large scale eddies 
being directly resolved on the grid and the smaller scales being modelled. 
The main difference between the RANS and LES approaches is highlighted 
below.
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RANS
Time-averaged
equations
vs LES
Spatially-filtered
equations
There exists another approach called Detached-Eddy Simulation, or DES for 
short, which acts as an intermediary between the RANS and LES methods. 
DES combines both RANS and LES approaches: it takes advantage of near­
wall modelling from the RANS method and switches to LES in wall-resolved 
areas where the CFD mesh is fine.
Some additional remarks can be made about these modelling/simulating 
methods:
• LES has problems in resolving the near-wall turbulent stresses since 
the required resources approach Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS).
• Overall pure LES just gives 10 times higher Reynolds numbers than 
DNS even using modern super-computers so it is of limited practical 
application.
• Alternatives to LES include:
DNS - (Laminar formulation in equations).
RANS -t- turbulence model .
LES + Sub-grid model .
DES or LNS - Hybrid LES and RANS.
The original idea of using DES came from Spalart and co-workers. It involved 
using RANS for near-wall and boundary layer and LES everywhere outside. 
It is this concept that is called DES: Detached-Eddy Simulation.
Spalart et al [28] modified the S-A model to achieve a DES equivalent. The 
only modification is in the dissipation term of the transport equation of 0:
CwJwl ( - 
.a
Originally,
d = d = distance of the nearest wall 
whereas for DES, it is:
d — Cdes^
(262)
(263)
(264)
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where Cdes
A
is a constant,
is the metric of the grid size.
In practice, we use:
d = min (d, CDEs^)
A = max(Ax, Aj,, A^)
NB: Other metric relations are possible.
V cells.
(265)
(266)
For closures other than S-A (like 2-equation models), a similar idea has been 
put forward by Batten et al [29]. This is called LNS: Limited Numerical 
Scales and has several advantages compared to the original DES including:
• LNS claims to be ’’automatic” by detecting the areas of application of 
the BANS and LES without a priori knowledge of the location of walls 
or wall-distances.
• LNS approaches DNS as A —> 0.
• LNS will go back to BANS at the far-field of the flow if the grid there 
is coarse.
The implementation of LNS is performed as follows:
• Start from the space-filtered Navier-Stokes equations and assume that 
the resulting Leonard’s stresses have a zero sum.
• Model the Beynolds Stresses via a 2-equation turbulence model (other 
models are also possible).
Use Speziale’s suggestion that the Beynolds Stress is:
U'iU'j = aU'iU'jmodelled
a = [I-
(267)
(268)
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where 3 modelled
LA
Lk
is the Reynolds Stress predicted by the model, 
are parameters, 
is the Mesh scale,
is Kolmogorov’s scale and is defined by:
Lk =
w3/4
ex!A
For the mesh spacing, use:
La = 4 max (fc — f^)
where
Vk.
(269)
(270)
k
fc
fk
represents 1- • • n number of cell faces, 
denotes the centroid of the cell, 
denotes the mid-point of the face.-
which for uniform grids gives:
La = 2 max (Aj,, Ay, Ay) (271)
where the coefficient 2 is due to Nyquist’s sampling theorem and a is 
known as the Latency parameter and is given by:
min (IvLESi Wea)
Oi — .
Wea
(272)
where subscripts vies an<i vea represent characteristic scales.
Modify sources of the A:-equation:
Pk — ape (273)
Modify sources of the w-equation:
BPk-ail3*puj)Tt-1 (274)
• In the Reynold’s Stresses, multiply the term jpkdij by a. This will 
change the viscous fluxes in the code.
• Multiply Pr by a. This will give a term afc, which is called the unre­
solved turbulent kinetic energy.
I
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Use the following for a:
mm (CsC'LA)2y^,(^+5)
a — / ^ \ (275)
5 = 0 (iQ-20) (276)
Cs = 0.05 (277)
= 0.05. (278)
11 Large-Eddy Simulation (LES)
LES is another means of modelling/simulating turbulent flows but is different 
from the more conventional turbulent modelling approaches such as RANS 
and URANS, which identifies the features in a flow in terms of its statistical 
properties, in that the flow is defined in terms of its scale properties. In 
LES, the flow is instead divided into two components: large-eddy scales and 
smaller-eddy scales. The large scales, which are dictated by geornetr} and 
boundary conditions, are explicitly simulated, i. e. are resolved directly on 
the grid, whereas the smaller scales, which are less influenced by the geometry 
and will therefore tend to be more isotropic, are modelled using a turbulence 
model.
Large-Eddy Simulation itself is very closely related to Direct Numerical Simu­
lation (DNS). In DNS, no turbulence model is employed and the flow is solely 
resolved on the grid. This implies that the grid must be sufficiently fine in 
order to be able to numerically capture flow features of all sizes. Although 
a tremendous amount of information can be obtained from DNS (sometimes 
even more than may be required), the strain on computational requirements 
(and hence the finite budget) becomes more and more insurmountable as the 
Reynolds number and also as the need for finer grids (such as for complex 
geometrical configurations) increases.
It is inevitable that where the demand to perform a DNS surpasses the 
capacity of computational overhead, the solution would be to use a coarser 
grid. This means that only the large-scale eddies are resolved numerically 
on the grid whereas the smaller ones (those that are perhaps smaller than 
one or two cells) are not. Pragmatically, however, it can be understood that
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there will exist some sort of interaction between the motions of all scales 
and consequently the large-scale eddies captured by the coarser grid will in 
general be incorrect if the influence of the finer scales on the larger ones is 
not taken into account and this is where a sub-grid scale (SGS) model comes 
into play.
LES does exactly this - it uses a coarser grid to resolve the large-scale struc­
tures of the flow and a sub-grid scale (SGS) model to'model the smaller scales 
(although recent advances in LES have revealed that it is possible to peiform 
LES without using an SGS model, by simply using an upwind or monotone 
numerical scheme instead). By doing this, LES relieves the strain on the 
computational overhead by overcoming the impasse imposed by the need for 
greater computational capacity for DNS computations and consequently is 
often referred to as a more cost-effective DNS approach. The clever part of 
LES lies in the SGS model, which compensates for the unresolved smaller 
scales and further generates the important yet complex link between the large 
and small scales. With the large-scale structures being resolved (and only 
the small scales being modelled), LES offers an additional advantage over 
RANS/URANS methods in which the entire spectrum must be modelled. In 
complex flows, therefore, such as in extensive vortex shedding flows, etc. LES 
becomes more preferred than the RANS approach. It also offers the oppor­
tunity to access the unsteady motions relevant to several applications such 
as aero-acoustics, fluid-structure coupling or even the control of turbulence 
by suitable unsteady forcing.
11.1 Compressible LES formulations
Although most of the LES work has been carried out for incompressible cases, 
compressible flow investigations with LES have started to appear. Starting 
from the application of spatial filtering;
/ L Gfdv (279)
where G represents a grid filtering function. Each variable of / is decomposed
f=l+fs9 (28°)
as;
where /
fsg
denotes the filtered part, 
denotes the sub-grid part.
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The different treatment of the compressible cases starts here replacing the 
filtered part with its Favre-averaged component:
f=Pf_
P
(281)
The above formulation in conjunction with the filtering results in several 
additional terms to the Navier-Stokes equations. All new terms are concen­
trated in the viscous fiux vectors.
In the transformed co-ordinate system and for the (^-direction, the viscous 
flux reads:
^xi {Gil + ril)
^xi {Gi2 + Ta)
J f,xi {Gi3 + Tis)
f,xi [uj {Gij T ) ~ Qi ~ Qi]
where Gij is the Favre-averaged stress tensor and is defined as:
F (282)
/ dui d^k duj d^k 2 duk dC
GlJ ~ lX dxj dik dxz 3 13 dC dxk
Qi is the Favre-averaged heat flux vector:
1 f p\dr d^j'
qi-
Tij is the sub-grid stress and is defined as:
T;
and Qi is the sub-grid heat flux, which is defined as:
Qi = Re p (uiT - Uif')
Note that both Tij and Qi need to be modelled.
,lj — —Re p {uiUj — uluj)
(283)
(284)
(285)
(286)
The simplest approach is Smagorinski’s suggestion of a sub-grid turbulent 
viscositv:
_ 2
Pt — CSJ 3 pSm 
S-m = ^/‘^SijSij
1 / dip dEik duj df>k 
13 ^ 2 \dC dxj d^kdxi
(287)
(288)
(289)
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J-f comes from the transformation and the grid-filter. Cs is a "constant”. 
Also,
Tij = 2fit — -Skk^ij^ + —Tkk^ij (290)
where ^Tkk^ij is the isotropic part and is usually small for incompressible 
flows compared to the pressure.
For compressible flow:
Tkk — —2ReC/J 3 pS^
Qi =
fit\ df d^j
(291)
(292)
AtJ d^jdxi
where (7/ is a constant.
Improved predictions can be obtained using variable coefficients Cs and C/. I
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